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GHBC 0.22-Mile “Wilderness Trail” = Property Path
(as of Mar-30-2022)

GHBC has created a walking path along the east, north and west boundaries of the property.  The Google
Maps view below was created by walking along the path counter-clockwise and tracking the route with a
Garmin GPS watch.

GHBC advises that it is only for the “nimblest, surest-footed” residents. They aren’t kidding!!  It is called
a “wilderness trail” not because of the scenery but because quite a few places are quite steep and/or have
surfaces where you could easily slip and fall, especially if it had rained within the last week or so.  And
some of these spots are located where there’s no fence or railing to hold on to. There’s also one short
stretch where the path is very narrow.

I followed the path once out of curiosity.    It doesn’t involve what any regular hiker would call
“scrambling”.  But for most of the way, it seemed prudent to keep my eyes on where I was putting my feet
– and that was a day when the surface was bone dry.  

You can watch a 3-minute video showing the view when you walk the path counter-clockwise here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=zMQ9AqGI23c   

If you want to explore it yourself (following GHBC’s advice to “wear sturdy shoes and walk with a
buddy”), the photos on the next page will show you where to start.
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For the counter-
clockwise route, you
start at the entrance to
the North Driveway
(photo at left is view
from the path in the
Knoll Garden.)

You exit onto the
South Driveway (photo
at right is view from
Contractor’s Parking
Lot.)

 Start at Entrance from Jefferson        
  Street to North Driveway

    Exit to South Driveway  at       
Contractor’s Parking Lot


